WE DON'T LIVE HERE NO MORE

G           G           Am           D7     G    C   G   G
MAKE BELIEVE YOU'RE ON A BOAT WITHOUT WATER AROUND
G           G           Am           D7     G    C   G   G
PICTURE YOURSELF AT A CIRCUS WITHOUT ANY CLOWNS
Am          Am         D7          D7     Bm  Bm  Em  Em
PRETEND THAT YOU'RE ON A HIGHWAY WITHOUT ANY END
Am          Am       Bm           Bm
THEN EMPTY THE ASHTRAY, SWEEP UP THE FLOOR,
Em           A   A        Am       Am           D7
PUT A LOCK ON YOUR DOOR, AND IF SOMEBODY CALLS IN THE MORNIN',
D7           G            C    G   G
JUST SAY WE DON'T LIVE HERE NO MORE.

G           G           Am           D7     G    C   G   G
DRAW ME A PICTURE OF AN ISLAND WITHOUT ANY SEAS
G           G           Am           D7     G    C   G   G
SHOW ME A MAP OF THE WHOLE WORLD WITHOUT BOUNDARIES
Am          Am         D7          D7     Bm  Bm  Em  Em
BUILD ME A HOME WITHOUT WINDOWS OR DOORS TO GO IN
Am          Am       Bm           Bm
THEN EMPTY THE ASHTRAY, SWEEP UP THE FLOOR,
Em           A   A        Am       Am           D7
PUT A LOCK ON YOUR DOOR, AND IF SOMEBODY CALLS IN THE MORNIN',
D7           G            C    G   G
JUST SAY WE DON'T LIVE HERE NO MORE.

G           G           Am           D7     G    C   G   G
DREAM OF THE TIME WHEN THE TIDES EBBING NOW RISE AGAIN
G           G           Am           D7     G    C   G   G
THEN YOU WILL KNOW THAT TO DIE IS NOT REALLY THE END
Am          Am         D7          D7     Bm  Bm  Em  Em
LIVING AND DYING ARE BOTH YOUR MOST INTIMATE FRIENDS.
Am          Am       Bm           Bm
SO EMPTY THE ASHTRAY, SWEEP UP THE FLOOR,
Em           A   A        Am       Am           D7
PUT A LOCK ON YOUR DOOR, AND IF SOMEBODY CALLS IN THE MORNIN',
D7           G            C    G   G
JUST SAY WE DON'T LIVE HERE NO MORE.

Am          Am         D7
IF SOMEBODY CALLS IN THE MORNIN',
D7           G            C    G   G
JUST SAY WE DON'T LIVE HERE NO MORE.